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Trophies (27)
DLC Trophies (1)







Horizontal and Vertical Stick Sensitivity - 2
Aim Assist - Standard



Brightness - 50
Film Grain - 000
World and Weapon Motion Blur - Disabled





Kill enemies
Throw Grenade (R1)
🏆 * NOTHING BUT NET - Neutralize the 'Fog of War' machine gun with a frag grenade (01/27)

🏆





GO



Enemy (01/04)

GO



Kill enemies x2 (outside)
Kill enemy (inside - crouched behind plant)



Enemy (02/04)
Backtrack through subway tunnel



GO



Enemy (03/04)



Enemy - Suicide Bomber (04/04)
🏆 * CIRCUS TOUR - Kill at least one enemy while inside The Reading Place, Aural Chic and both Subway undergrounds (02/27)

GO

🏆



GO



🏆 * TRIGGER DISCIPLINE - Do not injure any civilians in 'Piccadilly' (03/27)

🏆





Must take block to the end of the mission (may drop to kill enemies if needed)



GO





Kill all enemies
Grab Shotgun



Wait and kill enemies



Drop block by door



Fire shotgun x1



Wait and kill enemies as they rush 
🏆 * PLAY DEAD - Kill all the enemies in the 'Embedded' field of dead bodies (04/27)

🏆



🏆 * COMPANION BLOCK - Only use one cinder block and bring it to the end of 'Embedded' (05/27)

🏆





Kar98K Sniper Rifle



GO

Lay under truck



🏆 * LONG WAY DOWN - Crash a helicopter by shooting the pilot (06/27)

🏆



After pushing up to Red Building on the right, wait for reinforcements
🏆 * ASHES TO ASHES - Burn 4 enemies with a single molotov (07/27)

🏆



Zoom (L2)
Fire (R2)
Missiles (R1)





Kill enemies x3 (MIddle, Left, Right)



Kill enemies x3 in the following order - Guy Holding woman hostage, Fake Girl Hostage, Guy charging out of room



Shoot enemies x2 through door



Shoot back and kill enemy through closed door



On the way up to the third floor
🏆 * WALL HAX - Save Alpha 3-2 from being downed (08/27)

🏆









Tripwire (01/03) - D-Pad Left + R2



Tripwire (02/03) - D-Pad Left + R2



Enemy can be in random places (load checkpoint if needed)
🏆 * GOOD EFFECT ON TARGET - Kill an enemy with a direct hit from a smoke grenade (09/27)

🏆



Tripwire (03/03) - D-Pad Left + R2
🏆 * PRESS [BOOM] TO DEFUSE - Blow up 3 tripwires with explosives (10/27)

🏆



















Destroy enemies in building with laser guided missiles



🏆 * LOVE FROM ABOVE - Destroy 4 trucks with 4 drone strikes before they reach the end of their path in 'The Embassy' (11/27)
Restart checkpoint immediately if target is missed

🏆



Shoot enemy in hallway
Grenade enemy in bathroom (left)
Shoot enemy on balcony (right)







🏆 * DRIVER'S ED - Shoot the driver of the suicide truck (12/27)
Restart checkpoint immediately if truck gets to close

🏆



🏆 * PIT STOP - Stop three APCs with Hadir's sniper rifle (13/27)

🏆







🏆 * TWO BIRDS - Kill both soldiers with one shot in 'Hometown' (14/27)

🏆







🏆 * HANG TIME - Kill 3 Enemies while you are on a ladder (15/27)

🏆



Green, Yellow, Top Red
🏆 * TUNNEL RAT - Complete 'The Wolf's Den' tunnels using only the 1911 (16/27)

🏆





(Press R3)
🏆 * GOT SOMETHING ON YOUR FACE - Spit on Barkov (17/27)

🏆



Wait for teammates to kill snipers
🏆 * DODGED A BULLET - Never get hit by the sniper while escaping captivity (18/27)

🏆





M19 Reflex Suppressed



M19 Reflex Suppressed (01/08)
Switch for X16



X16 (02/08)
Switch for MP-7 (on table)



MP-7 (03/08)
Switch for Model 680 (right side of 1st pool table)



Model 680 (04/08)
Switch for P90 (dead body)



P90 (05/08)
Switch for G50 or FR 556



G50 or FR 556 (05/08)
Switch for AK-47



AK-47 (06/08)



M91 (07/08)
Rocket Launcher (08/08)
🏆 * HOT SWAP - Get at least one kill with eight different weapons when completing 'Old Comrades' (19/27)

🏆



...I’m out





Light (01/04)



Enemy (01/33)
Light (02/04)



Wait for enemy to step outside
Enemy (02/33)



Enemy (03/33)



Enemy (04/33)



Enemy (05/33)
Enemy (06/33)



Enemy (07/33)



Upstairs
Enemy (08/33)



Upstairs
Enemy (09/33)



GO



Enemy (10/33)



GO



Enemy (11/33)



Enemy (12/33)
Enemy (13/33)
Light (03/04)



Enemy (14/33)



Enemy (15/33)
Wait for other enemy to inspect previous enemy
Enemy (16/33)



Enemy (17/33)



Enemy (18/33)



Enemy (19/33)



GO



Enemy (20/33)



Enemy (21/33)
Wait for other enemy to check body
Enemy (22/33)

GO



Enemy (23/33)



Enemy (24/33)



Enemy (25/33)
Lights (04/04)
🏆 * LIGHTS OUT - Shut off the power to 4 buildings in 'Going Dark' (20/27)

🏆



Enemy (26/33)
Wait for enemy to check body
Enemy (27/33)

GO



Enemy (28/33)



Enemy (29/33)



GO



Enemy (30/33)
Wait for enemy to check body
Enemy (31/33)



Enemy (32/33)



GO



Enemy (33/33)
🏆 * WE OWN THE NIGHT - Kill all enemies at the Church, Clocktower, and Pool without anyone calling for backup (21/27)

🏆



Interrogate Prisoners x3
Get to the 3rd floor of the mansion using the ladder











Do not shoot gun
Press (D-Pad Up) to activate laser and use it to reach the top of the hill



🏆 * WARHEADS ON FOREHEADS - Reach Barkov's lab entrance using only drone strikes (22/27)

🏆



Dragon Thermal



(R3)
(Square)
(R3) Spam to kill



...Shut your mouth



🏆 * TEA TIME - Complete the single player Campaign on any difficulty (23/27)
🏆 * OUT OF THE FIRE - Complete every single player mission on Veteran or Realism difficulty (24/27)

🏆





Chapter Select - Proxy War
Overwrite Current Mission - Yes
Recruit Difficulty



🏆 * WILD FIRE - Take down a flying Helicopter with a molotov (25/27)





Chapter Select - Clean House
Overwrite Current Mission - Yes
Recruit Difficulty



Kill enemies x3 (1 bullet each)



Kill enemies x3 (1 bullet each)



Kill enemies x3 (1 bullet each)



Kill enemy x1 (1 bullet) under bed

GO



Kill enemy x1 (1 bullet) wait for Price to say Drop Her
🏆 * GOLDEN PATH - Complete 'Clean House' without being hit using one bullet per threat (26/27)
🏆 * TIER 1 - Unlock all Trophies (27/27)























🏆🏆 * LIBERATION - ?? (01/01)


